

Aynalou (2205m)

Top : 46.82420°  38.86428°



Iranian Azerbaijan
The Tour of Iran takes place in the extreme NW part of the country, in a region called  « Iranian Azerbaijan ». It is situated to the south of its independant homonym Republic and to the NW of Teheran. It's also surrounded by Turkey (NW), the Caspian Sea (to the east), the Elburz Mts. (SE) and Iraq (SW). The climb of the day is situated in the eastern part, to the NE of the main town, Tabriz. Two mounts tower above the region : Sahand (3710m, to the south of Tabriz) and Sabalān (4210m, between Tabriz and Ardabil). 

More details on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Azerbaijan_(Iran)

			Sahand						 Sabalān
Tour of Iran (Azerbaijan)

Official website : http://www.tourofiran.ir/en/home

32nd edition in 2017, the Tour belongs to the UCI Asia Tour (cat 2.2). The winner list is mostly Iranian (Mizbani 7 victories), 4  Kazakhs (Mizourov among others) and even a Spanish (Abeja) in 2012.

We've chosen the edition 2015, in order to emphasize a +2000m :
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2nd stage



3rd stage



4th stage










5th stage



Aynalou– Portrait
The foot is situated in Asheglou, in Araxe Valley, that is the border between Iran and the Republic of Azerbaijan (and also Armenia).





A very nice climb  : 24,2km with 7,7% average, that means 1864m elevation gain (2208-344m), according to Openrunner :

Km % :
4,2  6,8  7,1  7,2  9,5 
9,8  2,3  9,8  10,3  11,1
12,8  4,6  3,5  -0,6  6,4 
11,1  11,0  11,2  8,7  5,4
8,4  7,8  8,7  8,6 + 7m  

On velorooms.com, we find the same average (7,8%), but different %. Why do they cut the first 4km?


http://velorooms.com/index.php?topic=7231.0








A few screenshots out of https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DZmucHjuo4w

The bunch in Araxe Valley
Araxe twice



In the hard part 

And the winner is ... Mirsamad Pourseyedi

A look on the gaps on the finish line : http://www.procyclingstats.com/race/Tour_of_Iran_Azarbaijan_2015
